
Aloha Card By Cathy Andronicou

Materials used:-


Chameleon Color Tone Pens; Fuchsia 
Pink (PK5), Sky Blue (BL3), Warm 
Sunset (YO3), Summer Sun (YL2), 
Chameleon Color Tops; Purple Grape 
(PR4), Crimson Red (RD4), Spring 
Meadow (YG3), Seville Orange (OR4) 
and Indigo( BL7), Chameleon Color 
Tone Pencils; Pine (17/02), Jade (18/02) 
& Clover (19/02)

Altenew Totally Tropical and Parrot 
Paradise die sets, & Parrot Paradise 
Stamp set.

Aladine IZINK Dye ink pads Menthe & 
Emeraude, Aladine IZINK Spray 
Menthe.

Memento Tuxedo Black ink, White 
Card, Dimensional Foam pads & Craft 
Glue.


How To:-


1) Die cut ‘Aloha’ from white card and then fuse the brush nib of the 
Fuchsia Chameleon pen for 10 Seconds and color each letter.


2) Spray card base with Menthe IZINK Spray and then stamp Cheese Plant leaves and ferns 

using Menthe & 
Emeraude IZINK Dye ink pads.
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3) Add shading to the ferns by coloring the base of the leaves on the fern 

with the Pine Pencil, then use the pine pencil to add the deepest shade to 
the Cheese plant leaf, blend out with the Jade and Clover Pencils.


4) Stamp the Parrot onto white card using Memento Tuxedo Black ink and 
die cut around the image.


5) Fuse the brush nib of the Summer Sun pen for 5 seconds and color from the head to the 
middle of the parrot’s body. Then fuse the Summer Sun pen with the Crimson Red color top 
for 3 seconds and color the bottom section of the body. Fuse the bullet nib with the Crimson 
Red pen for 1 second and color the wing tips.


6) Take the Sky Blue pen and fuse the Brush Nib with the Spring Meadow Color Top for 6 
seconds and then color the top feathers on the wings and also the feathers near the claws. 
Fuse the pen again with the Indigo Color Top for 6 seconds and color the remaining wing 
feathers in sections. Then fuse the Sky Blue pen with the Purple Grape pen for 3 seconds and 
color the remaining tail feathers. Fuse the bullet nib of the Warm Sunset pen for 5 seconds 
and color the beak and claws of the bird.


7)Shape the bird and 
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attach to the card using foam pads and glue.


